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it’s not clear if this product is available in the us yet, but if you do live there, this is a very useful adapter cable for xavc. the red box is the camera’s sd card and the orange box is the card reader. the 5v adapter is not strictly necessary but can improve the image quality to some degree. wondering if the x-finder
headphone adapter that is bundled with the blackmagic speed cloud works with the blackmagic ultrastudio? sure it does! you’ll get three unique features like the headphone jack and a lightning connector. it’s a useful and quirky accessory at that. monogram announced today that they have the blackmagic cinema

camera and speed stream express up for pre-order. the blackmagic cinema camera will cost you $13,495 while the speed stream express will cost you $7,995. we really have no clue if these are final prices or just placeholder prices. you should really check out the one-stop shop tuxmax.net because he is getting us to talk
about it. they have adapters, cables, cases, mounts, and everything else you need to get your camera up and running. this is one of my favorite resources. the ef 11-24mm f/4.5-6.3 vr is lens is a little heavier than the original one, but it’s actually lighter than the previous generation one. the ef 11-24mm f/4.3 vr ii lens is

also now being sold at b&h and adorama, but it’s only available in canon colors. i still prefer the older color and just have yet to find a new case for my old lens. hopefully we can find a good place to order this lens for the us since blackmagic is only selling it in canon colors at the moment.
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